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  Community Ecology of Lyme Disease (LTREB)



  …  Lyme disease occurrence, in order to predict when and where risk is greatest to humans, to guide public health interventions.    When this project began in …  influence tick-borne disease risk. Each year, at three sites from northern New York to eastern North Carolina, we …

  


	

  Nature's Best Hope - Conservation That Starts in Your Yard



  …  Doug back. The work he does is so important. And I think we are as a community catching up with him. Right. He's been …  it with three species of Temnothorax ants; tiny little ants where the entire colony lives in the holes made by acorn …  it, or otherwise developed it. We have straightened our rivers and dammed them, you can spell that any way you want. …

  


	

  Coming from an ash pile near you



  …  inadequate maintenance at several of its coal ash storage sites in North Carolina. In response, Duke Energy seeks to …  leached from the ash. Examining a number of lakes and rivers upstream and downstream of coal ash lagoons in North …  environment by leaching from coal ash piles and lagoons, where flue-gas residues are disposed.    Toxic Effects of …

  0 comments


	

  Medicine Residue Is everywhere in our rivers and lakes—and fish are behaving strangely



  Medicine Residue Is everywhere in our rivers and lakes—and fish are behaving strangely  
        …  charged with protecting the nation’s waterways and the public’s health: Pharmaceuticals and personal care …  Hospital waste is another avenue. But while we know how and where pharmaceutical wastes are getting into the …

  0 comments


	

  Cary to co-lead $4.8M study on how environmental conditions shape viral outbreaks in wild rodents



  …  Outbreaks  
          
            
        
  When, where, and why do diseases jump from animals to people? A …     Unlike other genetic sequencing techniques, which are quite targeted, metaviromics will allow the team to scan …  movement, range, and social contacts.     To identify key drivers of virus transmission in seasonal environments, the …

  0 comments


	

  Urban students connect with local environment through eels



  …  the Hudson River as the rainforest of the Northeastern rivers,” said environmental educator Lia Harris, a …  project, the students would wade into the Fallkill Creek where it meets the Hudson and deploy a net to collect …  migration. Since it began in 2008 with two monitoring sites,   the project has expanded   to 14 sites and more …

  0 comments


	

  Ecology and artificial intelligence: stronger together



  …  kinds of problems that we deal with regularly in ecology are not only challenges that AI could benefit from in terms of pure innovation — they’re also the kinds of problems where if AI could help, it could mean so much for the global …  and that might help us discover new interactions and drivers that we may not have thought were important," said …

  0 comments


	

  Cary Institute to host Climate Week NYC event on addressing the wildfire crisis 



  …  the wildfire crisis   
          Record-breaking wildfires are becoming the new normal. An event on September 20 will …  Change  
          
            
        
  Wildfires are increasing in frequency, size, and severity. In 2020 and …  in the face of tremendous scientific uncertainty about where, when, how, and why ecosystems and fire regimes will …

  0 comments


	

  Jonathan J. Cole: In Memory



  …  of the carbon stored in soils is exported to streams, rivers, and lakes. His work in the Hudson River and …  is derived from land-based carbon, and that   some fish are in fact made of maple leaves.                        Jon …  and saying ‘With this, we will learn what fish are made of’. The experiment’s success relied heavily on …

  0 comments


	

  Road salt pollution in many US lakes could stabilize at or below EPA thresholds



  …  due to road de-icing, but a new analysis suggests with careful action, concentrations may stabilize.      Photo by  …  snow carry this salt into local waterways and aquifers, where it can cause   freshwater salinization syndrome  . Not …  of salt concentrations in US lakes and wanted to find out where they were headed. Would road salt levels continue to …

  0 comments
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